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Eschilo L Orestea
This interdisciplinary, multi-author volume is devoted to the performance reception of
Aeschylus's Agamemnon, the first play in his Oresteia trilogy. The eighteen essays trace the
story of the impact and influence of this seminal play, from its original performance in classical
Athens, through ancient Rome and the European Renaissance until the present day. Genres
discussed include film, the novel, and lyric poetry as well as theatre and opera. The volume is
fully illustrated, and includes an extensive bibliography and chronological appendix.
"The play of words" examines the dynamics of interfamilial violence in the Oresteia. It argues
that the key element of the play's discourse about violence is to be found in the inquiry for a
definition of Clytemnestra's motherhood. The failure of this research challenges the reader with
some open questions: who is Clytemnestra? Where is justice if a mother dies? By reading the
play's narrative on interfamilial violence and matricide as a narrative of uncertainties in terms of
the role of the mother figure, this book illustrates the complexity of the maternal role of
Clytemnestra. It also breaks silence among scholars, who have generally portrayed
Clytemnestra as the bad mother who kills the children's father and as the bad wife who betrays
her husband.
This volume focuses on the reception of antiquity in the performing and visual arts from the
Renaissance to the twenty-first century. It explores the tensions and relations of gender,
sexuality, eroticism and power in reception. Such universal themes dictated plots and
characters of myth and drama, but also served to portray historical figures, events and places
from Classical history. Their changing reception and reinterpretation across time has created
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stereotypes, models of virtue or immoral conduct, that blend the original features from the
ancient world with a diverse range of visual and performing arts of the modern era.The volume
deconstructs these traditions and shows how arts of different periods interlink to form and
transmit these images to modern audiences and viewers. Drawing on contributions from
across Europe and the United States, a trademark of the book is the inclusive treatment of all
the arts beyond the traditional limits of academic disciplines.
Es la primera versión que atiende al texto original como obra destinada a ser representada en
un teatro, y, por tanto, intenta respetar los signos que atañen al espacio escénico.

A collection of essays discussing the famed Italian film director, writer, and intellectual.
More than thirty years after the tragic death of Pier Paolo Pasolini, this volume is
intended to acknowledge the significance of his living memory. His artistic and cultural
production continues to be a fundamental reference point in any discourse on the state
of the arts, and on contemporary political events, in Italy and abroad. This collection of
essays intends to continue the recognition of Pasolini’s teachings and of his role as
engaged intellectual, not only as acute observer of the society in which he lived, but
also as semiologist, writer, and filmmaker, always heretical in all his endeavors. Many
directors, reporters, and contemporary writers see in the “inconvenient intellectual”
personified by Pasolini in his writings, in his films, and in his interviews, an emblematic
figure with whom to institute and maintain a constant dialog, both because of the
controversial topics he addressed, which are still relevant today, and because of the
ways in which he confronted the power structures. His analytical ability made it
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impossible for him to believe in the myth of progress; instead, he embraced an ideal
that pushed him always to struggle on the firing line of controversy.
The book studies the past of the characters in Aeschylus and Sophocles, a neglected
but crucial topic. The characters beliefs, values, and emotionsbear on their view of the
past. This view reinforces their beliefs and their conception of themselves and others as
agentsof free will and members of a family and/or community. The study reveals that,
although the characters idea of the past is fixed, the impact of the past is not. The
characters consider, review, and construct narratives of it, as they seek to mould a
future they perceive as morally just for themselves and others."
L’Orestea, scrive Ezio Savino nella sua nota storica, è «un indimenticabile pezzo di
maestria teatrale». Il fasto architettonico della scena e la sua ricchezza di suggestioni; il
saggio impiego dell’ambiguità, in un dramma di nascosti rancori e sospirate vendette;
la lingua poetica che non parla, ma che scolpisce e dipinge, evoca spazi e solitudini
immense, addensa emozioni e sentimenti contrastanti; la variazione sapiente del ritmo
e l’uso della “suspense”, che inceppa l’azione sospesa sull’orlo del gesto, quadro
plastico d’orrore teso: ecco gli elementi di questa «maestria». La volontà degli eroi di
Eschilo è un rovello interiore, non più un dio che dall’esterno guida e sospinge. Il
dovere di scegliere è il polo tragico del suo teatro: colpire o ritrarsi? Soffocare o
sciogliere la guerra interiore che ci strazia?
There have been extraordinary developments in the field of neuroscience in recent
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years, sparking a number of discussions within the legal field. This book studies the
various interactions between neuroscience and the world of law, and explores how
neuroscientific findings could affect some fundamental legal categories and how the law
should be implemented in such cases. The book is divided into three main parts.
Starting with a general overview of the convergence of neuroscience and law, the first
part outlines the importance of their continuous interaction, the challenges that
neuroscience poses for the concepts of free will and responsibility, and the peculiar
characteristics of a “new” cognitive liberty. In turn, the second part addresses the
phenomenon of cognitive and moral enhancement, as well as the uses of
neurotechnology and their impacts on health, self-determination and the concept of
being human. The third and last part investigates the use of neuroscientific findings in
both criminal and civil cases, and seeks to determine whether they can provide
valuable evidence and facilitate the assessment of personal responsibility, helping to
resolve cases. The book is the result of an interdisciplinary dialogue involving jurists,
philosophers, neuroscientists, forensic medicine specialists, and scholars in the
humanities; further, it is intended for a broad readership interested in understanding the
impacts of scientific and technological developments on people’s lives and on our
social systems.
A collection of essays on the work of controversial Italian writer, dramatist, and
filmmaker Pier Paolo Pasolini. Contributions focus on Pasolini's self-involvement and
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his analyses of language, aesthetics, and film, among other topics. Attention is also
given to differences in Pasolini's reception
??????????????, the ancient Greek verb chosen as the title of this volume, belongs to
the jargon of dramaturgy as employed by Aristotle inPoetics, where he emphasizes the
function of the Chorus as an active co-protagonist in the dynamics of drama. Here it
suggests the collaborative nature of this Festschrift offered to Guido Avezzù in the year
of his retirement by friends and colleagues. The volume collects a wide selection of
contributions by international scholars, grouped into four sections: Greek Tragedy (Part
1), Greek Comedy (Part 2), Reception (Part 3), and Theatre and Beyond (Part 4).
This book provides an extensive overview and analysis of current work on semiotics
that is being pursued globally in the areas of literature, the visual arts, cultural studies,
media, the humanities, natural sciences and social sciences. Semiotics—also known as
structuralism—is one of the major theoretical movements of the 20th century and its
influence as a way to conduct analyses of cultural products and human practices has
been immense. This is a comprehensive volume that brings together many otherwise
fragmented academic disciplines and currents, uniting them in the framework of
semiotics. Addressing a longstanding need, it provides a global perspective on recent
and ongoing semiotic research across a broad range of disciplines. The handbook is
intended for all researchers interested in applying semiotics as a critical lens for inquiry
across diverse disciplines.
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Un libro fatto di dettagli, luci, figure, sensazioni di estasi perdute. o forse di eterni,
abbracciati dal ricordo. Armando Torno, Corriere della Sera
A Handbook to the Reception of Greek Drama offers a series of original essays that
represent a comprehensive overview of the global reception of ancient Greek tragedies
and comedies from antiquity to the present day. Represents the first volume to offer a
complete overview of the reception of ancient drama from antiquity to the present
Covers the translation, transmission, performance, production, and adaptation of Greek
tragedy from the time the plays were first created in ancient Athens through the 21st
century Features overviews of the history of the reception of Greek drama in most
countries of the world Includes chapters covering the reception of Greek drama in
modern opera and film
Dass Aischylos nicht nur Dichter war, sondern sich auch intensiv um die Inszenierung
seiner Stücke kümmerte, ist Basis dieser Neuanalyse. In der Orestie entwickelte er ein
innovatives Konzept im Hinblick auf die Rolle der Klytaimestra. Die Interpretation ihres
dramatischen Subtextes ermöglicht neue Aspekte anderer wichtiger Szenen.
This collection examines the multifaceted opus of Pier Paolo Pasolini through a
contemporary critical lens. It offers new interpretations to some classic works such as
Salò or the 120 Days of Sodom and Decameron while considering some lesser studied
pieces, for example Orestiade and his Friulian verse.
Examining the profusion of ways in which the arts, culture, and thought of Greece and
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Rome have been transmitted, interpreted, adapted and used, A Companion to Classical
Receptions explores the impact of this phenomenon on both ancient and later societies.
Provides a comprehensive introduction and overview of classical reception - the
interpretation of classical art, culture, and thought in later centuries, and the fastest
growing area in classics Brings together 34 essays by an international group of
contributors focused on ancient and modern reception concepts and practices
Combines close readings of key receptions with wider contextualization and discussion
Explores the impact of Greek and Roman culture worldwide, including crucial new
areas in Arabic literature, South African drama, the history of photography, and
contemporary ethics
Tutto il teatro di Eschilo: Persiani, Prometeo, Sette contro Tebe, Orestea, Supplici. Miti eterni,
storie immortali che sfidano ogni epoca con la loro poesia e con il loro mistero, legami
inestricabili con un passato che in modo immutato ancora ci seduce e ci angoscia con i suoi
enigmi. Una voce poetica, tesa e vibrante, ci canta il lutto del re di Persia sconfitto dai Greci, la
disperazione di Prometeo crocifisso per amore degli uomini, la tragedia dei figli di Edipo che si
uccidono in un estremo duello alla settima porta di Tebe, il delirio di Cassandra e la furia di
Clitennestra uxoricida, la vendetta, la follia e l’assoluzione di Oreste per l’assassinio della
madre.
Le idee e i concetti irrinunciabili della letteratura greca antica da Omero ad Aristotele: quello
che una ‘prima lezione’ deve dare perché nasca o cresca la voglia di ascoltare molte lezioni
successive.
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The story of King Lear seems to fill in the blank space separating the end of Oedipus Tyrannus
and the beginning of Oedipus at Colonus. In both Oedipus at Colonus and the latter part of
King Lear we are presented with an old man who was once a King and, following his expulsion
from his kingdom on account of a crime or of an error, is turned into a ‘no-thing’. This
happens in the time of the division of the kingdom, which is also the time of the genesis of
intraspecific conflict and, consequently, of the end of the dynasty. This collection of essays
offers a range of perspectives on the many common concerns of these two plays, from the
relation between fathers and sons/daughters to madness and wisdom, from sinning and
suffering to ‘being’ and ‘non-being’ in human and divine time. It also offers an overarching
critical frame that interrogates questions of ‘source’ and ‘reception’, probing into the possible
exchangeability of perspectives in a game of mirrors that challenges ideas of origin.
Storie, miti e temi sono oggi sempre più disseminati attraverso ogni forma possibile di medium.
È quella che Henry Jenkins ha chiamato cultura della convergenza, caratterizzata da prodotti
come Matrix, pensati per essere transmediali, ma in fondo più antica di quanto si creda.
L’immaginario è sempre stato plurale: polifonico, politeista, polimorfico (un termine,
quest’ultimo, con cui Freud definiva il desiderio): e ad alcune di queste disseminazioni è
dedicato questo volume. Dopo aver attraversato alcune categorie estetiche fondamentali del
mondo contemporaneo (il camp, il sublime, il pastiche), vengono ripercorsi miti (Edipo,
Antigone, Medea, Ulisse, Pentesilea, Dioniso) e temi di lunga durata (il mostro, il doppio, la
metamorfosi, la finestra, la seduzione, il duello), nella loro metamorfosi infinita fra letteratura,
teatro, musica, e soprattutto cinema.
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